Characterization of autofluorescence in oral squamous cell carcinoma.
This study was carried out to evaluate the clinical characteristics of autofluorescence in oral squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and analyze the fluorescent substances using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Fifty of 55 oral SCCs (91%) emitted orange or red fluorescence, which was recorded by fluorescence photography. The intensity of the fluorescence significantly correlated with the T and N categories of the cancers, but did not show statistical difference for the types of clinical appearance and primary sites. Protoporphyrin and coproporphyrin were identified as the fluorescent substance in the SCC samples, and the elution patterns on HPLC revealed some porphyrin compounds as specific to oral cancer. These results suggest that the autofluorescence in oral SCC correlates with the progression of lesions, and that fluorescent substances such as protoporphyrin are produced in association with the cancerous tissue.